
 

 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: this is an exercise book; for explanations on how to use PATENTSCOPE, please 
refer to the User’s Guide available in the Help menu here patentscope.wipo.int. 
The results shown in the Solutions part might be slightly different depending on when you do 
the exercises as the features of PATENTSCOPE often change and more documents become 
available every week. If you have any questions, please contact patentscope@wipo.int.  
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Exercises 
I. OPERATOR EXERCISES 

 
1. Which query will trigger the highest number of results? 

 

 
 

2. List of all the operators that are supported in PATENTSCOPE 
 

3. Will query A and Query B produce the same number of results? 
 
 

 
 

4.  How to you search for the exact phrase below cancer biomarker? 
 

 
 



 

 

5. Which operator/s allows you to make sure that 2 keywords will appear next to each 
other in the result list? 
 

6. Which query will return the most relevant results for the object in the picture below? 
 
 

 
 

7. Documents about what type of ovens will not be included in the result list with the 
query below: 
 

 
 
 

II. FIELD EXERCISES 

1. Which field/s should you use to: 
a. retrieve documents in Japanese 
b. search information in all the parts of Chinese documents 
c. look for a precise IPC code 
d. look for an applicant 
e. retrieve information in the Spanish claims 
f. search for all the information related to national phase entry data? 
g. search information in the text in French 
h. retrieve kind codes 

 
2. What is the difference between: 

a. The field IC and the field IC_EX? 
b. The field EN_ALL and the field EN_ALLTXT  
c. The columns (highlighted in yellow) below Countries and Offices in the 

Analysis 



 

 

 
 

3. Which fields should you use to search for published PCT applications that entered national 
phase on China in 2020?  
 

4. Which fields should you use to retrieve patents/applications that have a German patent as 
a priority and this IPC code C10L1/00? 

 
5. Which fields should you use to find all PCT applications with USPTO as PCT search 

authority? 
 

6. Which fields have to be used to search the number of PCT applications from Poland in 
2019? 

 
7. Which fields should you use to retrieve PCT patent applications from France seeking 

protection in USA in year 2012? 
 

8. Which fields should you use to search for PCT applications which application date is 
between 2008 and 2011 and the national phase office is China? 

III. SEARCH EXERCISES WITH THE SIMPLE SEARCH INTERFACE 

 
1. Using the Simple search interface, you would like to find: 

a. documents about microchips 
b. document published on June 30, 2022 
c. document having publication number 2017134139 
d. documents about electric bicycle 
e. documents about cars or trucks 
f. document having the keywords cars and trucks in the title/abstract 
g. document having the IPC code H04L1/00 
h. document belonging to Apple 
i. documents having voiture (car in French) 

 
2. In the Simple search, select the PCT collection, perform and save the 3 following searches: 

a. «bicycle frame» in the Front page 
b. Shimano in the Names 
c. B62K19/40 

 
3. Using the Full-text field in the Simple search, how do you search for vent (wind in FR) and 

vent (outlet in English)? 
 

4. Search this document number: WO/2022/186847 
 
 
 



 

 

III. SEARCH EXERCISES WITH THE FIELD COMBINATION INTERFACE 

1. Using the Field Combination interface, how many results do you find when combining the 
following fields and search terms with the operator AND: 

a. Publication Date: 2018 
b. Applicant nationality: China 

   c. English abstract: support 
d. International Patent Classification: H04W 

  e. Applicant name: huawei 
 
 

2. How many PCT applications have licensing availability information for publication year 
2019? 
 

3. Build a search to look for both patent and non-patent information about cancer in English 
using the title field. 

 
 

4. For the Applicant Mars what is the difference in the number of results when grouped by 
family and not grouped by family? 
 
5. Can you build the following query using the Field Combination? 
English abstract: car OR English title: car AND publication date: 2022 
 

 
 

IV. SEARCH EXERCISES WITH THE ADVANCED SEARCH INTERFACE 

1. Using the Advanced search interface, build a query to retrieve PCT applications having 
licensing availability information and third party observation. 
 

2. Using the Advanced search interface, build a query to retrieve documents having: 
a. the key word solar or the combination of wind/turbine in the English description 
b. cancer biomarker in the English description 

 
3. Using the Advanced search interface, build the following queries to retrieve documents: 

a. From the national collection of US, having electric bicycle in the English Claims and 
published between 2018 and now. 
b. Add IPC for electricity;  
   generation, conversion;  
    dynamoelectric machines 
 

4. Perform the following query: 
EN_ALL: semiconductor  
Explain what could be an issue if your goal is to search documents containing the 
keyword semiconductor as part of the invention 

 
5. Build a query to combine the keywords solar cell and its synonym photovoltaic cell, 

aluminum foil and its alternative spelling aluminium foil and metal foil and nanoparticle ink 
and its related term nanoparticle solution or nanoparticle suspension. Add the relevant IPC. 

 
6. Perform the 2 following queries and explain the difference: 

a. EN_TI:(electric bicycle) 
b. EN_TI: electric bicycle 

 



 

 

 

V. RESULT LIST EXERCISES 

 
1. In the Simple search enter in the Front page field, the following query: 
hearing AND aid: 

a. Limit your result to the PCT collection 
b. Sort by Publication Date Descending 
c. Display the results only with images 
 

2. Download the result list of the query Shimano in the applicant field. 
 

3. For the query B62K19/40 in the international classification field, sort the result by 
ascending publication date and add the first 3 applications to the Watched list. 
 

4.     Perform the following search to find documents containing in the English claims the       
keyword bridge and the keywords vertical or horizontal 

a. sort the results by publication date descending 
b. group the results by families 
c. include non-patent literature 

 
5. Perform the following search to find documents containing in the English claims the 

keyword bridge and the keywords vertical or horizontal 
a. Narrow down by publication date: 2012 
b. Narrow down by published examined patent application (2nd level) 
c. To which collection/s do the results belong to? 
d. Go back to the initial result list (keeping family info and NPL) 
e. Add the column «offices», what is the difference between this new column and 

«countries» 
 

 

VI. STEMMING EXERCISES 

 
1. What is the difference between support stemmed and support*? 
 
2. Is using elect* is good idea? 
 
3. Using the keyword analyzer, will analysis be included in the result list using stemming? 
 
4. When car is stemmed, what other keyword/s will be included in the result list? 
 
5. To obtain cellular from cell, should stemming or wildcard be used? 
 
6. When you use electricity in your searches in PATENTSCOPE, what keywords will be 

included by default in the documents in the result list? 
 

VII. MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISE 

1. Subscribe to the RSS feed for the query «bicycle frame» in the English abstract. 
 
 
2. Build following queries in the English all text and with a publication date in 2019 
 



 

 

 
 

 
3. Define the steps to obtain the result below: 

 
4. How many records of NPL are currently available in PATENTSCOPE? Can you name one 

or more publisher/s? 
 

5. Perform a search in the field Chinese claim about nail clipper. 
 
 

6. Why is there an error message in the query below? 

 
 

7. List the benefits of being logged-in with a WIPO account when using PATENTSCOPE. 
 
 

8. Enter “electric car” in CLIR, set the precision du highest level, edit the result to keep only 
the Chinese and Korean results and translate the results that are not in English in the 
result list into English. 
 

9. Explain the differences between the Cross-Lingual Expansion (CLIR) and WIPOPearl. 
 

10. How many PCT applications have third party observation in 2021? 
 
11. Perform a search to retrieve documents about toy for children/infant 

- select 3 published PCT application of 2022 
- Add them to the Watched list 

 
12. Transform the query below so that it is done in Spanish 
   EN_CL: (“shaving head”) AND DP:2018 
 



 

 

13. Search compound lactose and restrict the results to the claims 
 
14. List the 3 top inventors for the color analyzing technology. 
 
15. Using CLIR: 

a.  search for vessel 
    b. How can you make sure that all results are related to boats? 
 

 
 
 

VIII. AMEND THE QUERY EXERCISES 

1. ZH_AB:(机器人 OR 机械手 OR 机器人车 OR OR 水下机器 OR 先人) 

 
2. EN_DE:(electric* OR elect* OR suppor* OR supp* OR stan* OR stand* OR found* OR 

carr* OR carri*) 
 

3. FP:(water OR fluid) AND (support AND electric) OR hydrosupport) 
 

4. EN_AB:(CHEM:(IKHGUXGNUITLKF-UHFFFAOYSA-N)) AND EN_AB:(MOLLUSCICIDE) 
 
5. EN_CL:(CHEM:(OAKJQQAXSVQMHS-UHFFFAOYSA-N)) 

 
6. EN_AB:(apparatus NEAR4 blood AND pressure) – so that the search retrieves documents 

about apparatus for measuring blood pressure 
 

7. CPC:PCT AND LI:1 and TPO:1 – so that the search retrieves documents having third 
party observations and licensing availability information 

 
8. EN_DE:(SOLAR ) OR (WIND AND TURBINE) – so that the search retrieves all keywords 

in the English description 
 

9. EN_CL: (US national) AND (electric bicycle) – so that the search retrieves in the English 
claims documents about electric bicycles in the US nation collection 

 
10. EN_CL: (electricity)(generation)(conversion)(dynamo electric machines) 
 

IX. CHEMICAL SEARCHES EXERCISES 

 
1. What can you search the following using chemical searches? 

a. antibody sequence 
b. CAS name 
c. enantiomer 
d. polymer 
e. peptide 
f. protein sequence 
g. monomer 
 

2. Search compound hydrazine and restrict the results to the claims 
 
3. Combine the results of acetonitrile with IPC A61P 35/00 
 



 

 

4 Search compounds ibuprofen, aspirin and paracetamol in 1 search query 
 
5. Search maltose and restrict results to: 
  a. the applicant Novartis 
  b. from 2012 -2022 
  c. the collections of Colombia and Mexico 
 
6. Search  

a. metaldehyde + molluscicide in the English Abstract 
b. replace molluscicide by the Japanese term in the Japanese abstract 
 

7. Search by CAS number: 
• 77-68-9 
• 16874-12-7 
• 889947-54-0 

 
8. Find enumerated Markush structures for ammonia 
 
9. Build a query to retrieve documents containing glucose, fructose and methoxyethanol from 

applicant Henkel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


